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Super Bowl Monday Holiday 
WORKERS SKIPPING MONDAY COULD COST 

EMPLOYERS $3B 

 
CHICAGO, January 30, 2018 – Recent calls for a holiday the day after the 

Super Bowl will not be silenced this year, as over 111 million Americans plan to 

watch the matchup between the Philadelphia Eagles and the New England 

Patriots. If the same number of workers expect to take the Monday after the 

Super Bowl off work this year as last year, it could cost employers over $3 

billion in lost productivity, according to an estimate from global outplacement 

and executive coaching firm Challenger, Gray & Christmas, Inc. 

“If all workers who watch the Super Bowl come in just one hour late or spend 

one hour discussing the game instead of doing work, the cost to employers 

could hit $1.78 billion,” said Andrew Challenger, Vice President of Challenger, 

Gray & Christmas, Inc. 

“Another survey found 16.5 million workers plan to skip Monday altogether. 

Based on average hourly wages and average hours worked, the cost would be 

over $3 billion,” he added. 

Challenger estimates employers already lose over $296 million in lost 

productivity for every ten minutes of the workday employees spend discussing 

the game, watching highlights, or setting up their Super Bowl pools.  

A 2016 Workforce Institute by Kronos survey found that one in ten American 

workers, or 16.5 million, plan to miss work on Monday. 
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New England has over 7.6 million workers, while Philadelphia boasts another 2.9 

million, according to the latest data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). If 

one in ten of those workers skips Monday, the cost to employers would hit 

$194 million. 

“Having a planned, nationwide holiday would likely be less disruptive to 

operations than large numbers of unplanned absences,” added Challenger. 

Regardless of whether the nation gets a Super Bowl Monday holiday or not, 

Challenger advises embracing worker excitement over the shared pastime.  

“Employers could have a Super Bowl Monday party, letting workers rehash the 

game together. For those who can, managers might consider allowing workers 

to come in later that Monday,” offered Challenger. 

“Indeed, while the numbers are staggering, the loss of productivity will not be 

measurable across the entire economy and frankly, likely will not be noticed 

within an individual company,” said Challenger, “although managers will notice 

the uptick in chatter.” 

“The Super Bowl typically has a positive impact on the economy as a whole,” 

added Challenger, “and gathering workers together for any reason, especially a 

shared event, is always great for morale.” 
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Super Bowl Productivity by the Numbers 

 
Estimated Super Bowl viewers: 111.3 million Americans  

 Based on 2017 viewership. This is down from 111.9 

million in 2016. 

 

Percentage of employed viewers: 60.1% or 66,891,300million  

 Based on December employment-to-population 

ratio as measured by the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 

 

Average weekly earnings: $918.74 

Average weekly earnings for all employees on 

private, non-farm payrolls in December are up from 

$893 in 2016. With Americans working an average 

of 34.5 hours per week, or 6.9 hours per day, in 

December, average weekly earnings break down to 

$26.63 per hour, or $4.44 every ten minutes 

(Bureau of Labor Statistics). 

 

Estimated number of workers 16.5 million 

requesting Monday off:  Based on 2016 Workforce Institute at Kronos poll. 

  

 

In other words, employers lose an average of $4.44 per employee for every ten 

minutes of work time wasted discussing the Super Bowl, managing office pools, 

planning Super Bowl parties, etc. 

 

Nationwide impact: $296.99 million for every ten minutes of 

unproductive work time ($4.44 X 66.8 million). 

 

Super Bowl week impact: $1.781 billion, based on all workers coming in one 

hour late or wasting one hour on the game the 

Monday after the Super Bowl ($296.99 million X 

6). 

 

Super Bowl Monday impact: $3.032 billion, based on 6.9 hours of missed work 

(average weekly hours of (34.5/5) X $26.63 X 16.5 

million).  

 

Source: Challenger, Gray & Christmas, Inc. 


